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The polarity of plant cells is a basic featuire required for orderly growth and(l differentiation. The elonigation of cells in the growth of a stem expresses a polarity; apical dominaince relies on the polarity of a growth-reguilating system. The transport of the atlxin indoleacetic acid is ulniquie in being the only knowin polar vector in ncatuiral growthregtulating systems, and a better knlowledge of it should eventutally leadl tus to a more initimate uinderstanoling of the polarity of cells and wNhole organism s.
The fincling that the transport of autxinl is apparetntly driven by a secretive actioIn of the cells (f stetns or coleoptiles (5) 
Methods
The transport experimenlt to be simullated is the classic system developed lby -an dler \Weij (12) that the distribuition of auxin along the file of cells describes a much steeper gradient after acropetal than after basipetal transport. The most convincing data on the actual distribution of auxin along a piece of tissue at the end of a transport experiment (3) show a precise logarithmic decline in radioactivity with increasing distance in coleoptiles; in the case of the model, it was found that increases in the amount of fixation by the individual cells resulted in strictly logarithmic distribution curves as shown in figure 4 (f = 0.001) . That auxin is withdrawn from the transport system during transport in coleoptiles has been well documented (2, 3) .
From the final concentration of auxin in the 2 receptor blocks after 1000 time units, one can calculate the polarity quotient (Q), the quotient of basipetal to acropetal transport. This has been done in figure 5 This model has 4 principal properties which seem relevant to the biological problem of auxin transport:
A) A small differential in the secretion of auxin out of the basal end of each cell is capable of imparting polarity to the overall transport by the model. Small increases in the extent of this differential secretion can raise the polarity from a quotient of 2 or 3 to values far above 100 ( fig 5) . Further increases in the differential secretion would result in an apparent complete polarity; for example, in a file of 100 cells, if 52.5 % of the secreted auxin were to come out of the basal end of each cell (p = 1.025), a polarity quotient in excess of 10,000 would be achieved, and essentially no auxin would reach the receptor block after transport in an acropetal direction. In other words, small differences in secretion of auxin from each end of the cell can be amplified into large differences in overall transport through tissues, producing the apparent basipetal polarity. B) Not only would the extent of polarity be expected to increase exponentially with the cell polar ratio, but it would be expected to increase exponentially with the number of cells in a section ( fig 5) . That the extent of transport varies between types of plant tissue has been noted by Jacobs (6) , and by workers in this laboratory (5; 8, 10) , but the extent of polarity has been compared in only a few cases (e.g. 4, 6,9, 11, 13) . That the polar quotient does in fact increase with the length of stem pieces has been shown in a preliminary report by de la Fuente and Leopold (1) .
C) The model would predict that the distribution of auxin along the transporting section could be either logarithmic with distance from the donor block, or curvilinear on a log scale (fig 4) , and would be less steep for the basipetal transporting section than the acropetal.
D) The model presents a method of approximating cell polar ratios of the cells of various plant materials. The method will be applied to 4 types of plant materials in the following paper.
